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Page B: IEP Alignment Support and Examples 
 

** It is October 1.  Bob is a 16 year old sophomore. 
 

IEP Area Examples 
Section:  Strengths, Interest &  Preferences 

• List these out:  
STRENGTHS: 
INTERESTS:  
PREFERENCES:        

Be sure to include things that could help the student choose a  
future vocation. 

STRENGTHS:  Bob is outgoing, strong and personably.  He says he is good at helping people.  
 
INTERESTS:  Bob likes spending time with his friends and driving his car.  Bob states that he 
likes building and fixing things.  
 
PREFERENCES:  Bob prefers shop classes over academic classes.  Bob prefers active tasks 
instead of seat work.   Teachers note that Bob is best with tasks with a visible beginning and 
end.   

Section:  Transition Assessments 
• Include one to one correspondence between 

sources listed and the results listed. 
o If there aren’t “results” to report, don’t 

include the assessment in the “sources.” 
 

• Living Source/Results:  If a student is performing 
comparable to peers, state that explicitly after 
listing some typical skills. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

• Learning Sources/Results:  Use the data the 
district already has like ITED’s, NWEA/MAP, etc. 
that establish the discrepancy. 

 
 
 
 

LIVING INFORMATION SOURCES:  Parents of Teenagers Survival Checklist, AEA student 
interview  (all completed Fall 2011) 
 
LIVING RESULTS:  
The Teenager Survival Checklist shows that Bob can care for his own hygiene, cook simple 
meals, shop for his own clothing, and manage his spending money.  Bob has needs in the area 
of larger budgeting skills (paying bills, rent, taxes, etc.)   Bob’s mom schedules his 
appointments and helps with medication when he is sick.  Bob is reluctant to seek help from 
adults.  Bob is not interested in current events. 
 
Bob’s AEA student interview is in agreement with the Teenager Checklist.   
 
The team agrees that Bob is performing comparable to peers in the area of living.   
 
LEARNING INFORMATION SOURCES:  District wide assessments (DWA) (April 2011), grades, 
records,  teacher observations/reports, (Fall 2011) 
 
LEARNING RESULTS: 
On DWA Bob performed comparable to peers in written language.  He is discrepant in the 
areas of math and reading.  He scored below the 18th percentile (IPR) in both.    
A review of Bob’s records show C’s and D’s in core courses and A’s and B’s in elective courses.   
Teacher’s report that Bob has a positive attitude and works well with peers.  However, they 
report that Bob is disorganized, tends to have late assignments and does not ask for help 
when needed.  Bob appears to do the bare minimum in core classes.    The shop teacher 
reports that Bob gives 100% in his classes.      
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• Working/Results:  Include experiences, 
transferrable skills, as well as interests.  If a 
student is performing comparable to peers, state 
that explicitly after listing the skills. 

 

 

WORKING INFORMATION SOURCES:  Job Related Interest and Preference Inventory, 
Vocational Behavior Checklist, student interview (all completed Fall 2011) 
 
WORKING RESULTS: 
The Job Related Interest and Preference Inventory showed that Bob is interested in welding, 
construction and mechanics.  Bob has some experience on the farm helping his uncle and 
grandpa in all of these areas.   The inventory also indicated that Bob likes to work outdoors, 
doesn’t mind working alone and being on his feet.  Noise does not bother or distract Bob.   
Vocational Behavior Checklist (completed by teacher) indicates that Bob is:  on time, follows 
directions, and is motivated to do tasks he enjoys.  Bob has a low tolerance for completing 
tasks he finds irrelevant.  Bob struggles with receiving constructive criticism. 
Bob’s student interview indicates that Bob really wants to work with his hands.  At this time 
his primary focus is welding and he is willing to do some job shadowing with a local welder.  
 

Section:  Other Information 
• Include skills and skill deficits and any information 

(hearing, vision, health, etc.) that is helpful for 
others working with the student.   

 

 
Bob wears glasses and has no other physical impairments that would impact future 
employment.  Parents indicate that Bob is currently taking medication for ADHD and wanted 
this documented on his IEP.  Bob’s team agrees that he should explore 4+ programs as he 
looks to the future. 

Section:  Effect of the Individual’s Disability . . . . 
• Include the FUNCTIONAL implications of the 

disability as the student moves from the “school” 
setting to adult living, learning and working. 
 

• It is helpful to list out each identified area and 
describe the way that disability impacts the 
student. Ex., 
MATH:    
READING:   
WRITING:   
BEHAVIOR:  
 

Bob’s disability impacts him in the following ways: 
 
READING:  Bob has a 5th grade reading level and struggles with reading comprehension. 
Inferential comprehension is particularly difficult.  In the general education setting Bob has 
difficulty keeping pace with his peers and understanding course content.  He has particular 
difficulty analyzing written material.  When written material is challenging, Bob is easily 
frustrated and shuts down.   Bob benefits from rereading material, prompting questions, 
highlighted material and summarizing material while he reads.  Bob needs to continue to 
develop these skills in order to be successful in adult living, learning and working.  If Bob 
chooses to pursue postsecondary education he may need to seek assistance from a Success 
Center in order to complete course work.  
 
MATH:  Bob has strong computation skills.  He struggles with problem-solving, abstract 
thinking and algebraic equations.  This impacts his performance in advanced math some 
science classes.   Bob benefits from having lists, formulas, and procedures that he can follow.  
The functional implication of this is he may struggle with abstract adult tasks such as 
budgeting and understanding taxes. He may need to consult trusted adults in these areas.  
Bob needs to continue to develop his mathematics skills in order to be successful in living, 
learning and working.   
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Bob’s ADHD manifests itself in the form of disorganization.  Bob tends to lose things and have 
incomplete assignments when he is not taking his medication.   
 

Section:  Post-secondary Expectations 
• These MUST focus on POST secondary.   

o Where does the student and/or team see 
the student 3 years after high school with 
regard to living, learning and working? 

• The statements can be one or two short 
sentences that project into the future. 

 

 
LIVING:  After completing his vocational training, Bob will live independently on a farm near a 
small town.   
 
LEARNING:  Bob will attend vocational training.  At this time he is considering welding, 
construction, and auto mechanics as areas of study.  
 
WORKING:    Bob will work full time as a welder, construction worker, or mechanic.   

Section:  Course of Study 
This section is the springboard for the 4 year plan.  
 

• Requirements:  Include specific requirements, not 
just number of credits.  (Bank this.) 
 

• Current Status:  Include if the student is on target 
to graduate and what credits are either 
completed or still required (whichever is more 
convenient to document). 

 
• Courses and Activities Needed:  Include courses 

that the student has taken or will be (should be) 
taking that align with his/her future aspirations.    

o If the student’s future vision is not clear 
include classes that will help him/her find 
an area of interest. 

 
 

 
 
 
REQUIRED COURSES:  Bob needs 52 credits to graduate from Big Bear High school.  These 
include:  8 English; 6 math; 6 science; 6 social studies; 4 PE; 1 Health; 1 technology; and 20 
electives. 
 
CURRENT STATUS:  Bob is on target to graduate with his peers. He has completed a total of 14 
credits including: 2 English; 2 math; 2 science; 2 social studies; 1 PE; 1 Health; Intro to 
Industrial Tech; Woods 1; Computer Applications;  Driver’s Ed. 
 
 
COURSES AND ACTIVITIES NEEDED:   
In addition to completing the required courses the IEP team recommends taking additional 
Industrial Technology classes such as:  Small Engines; Auto Tech; Welding; CAD; and Building 
Trades in order to develop a vocational focus.  Bob will benefit from personal finance class to 
develop budgeting skills.  Bob will also benefit from taking Second Chance Reading and 
Innovative Math Strategies class.   

Whenever possible describe skills in “can do /can’t do” terms.  This helps future agencies such as Iowa Vocational 
Rehabilitation Services (IVRS) qualify students and identify specific needs for services. 
 

              


